
1. All Airsoft guns must be stored, secured, and carried inside a bag, case or box NO EXCEPTIONS! Treat and handle the 
transportation of all Airsoft guns like real firearms. 
2. Real firearms and/or real knives are strictly prohibited. 
3. Face Protection must remain on at all times while inside the nets/playing field. Do not remove Face Protection under any 
circumstance. In the event your vision is impaired due to “fogging” or any other reason DO NOT REMOVE your Eye Protection, 
if you lose your eye protection in game call BLIND MAN immediately and wait for a referee to escort you to a safe zone! Only 
approved full-face masks or approved multiple face protection systems are allowed. All eye protection must be fully sealed and 
ASTM rated. This is for your safety! 
4. Prior to exiting the playing field, remove all magazines and clear any and all BBs from your weapon and put weapon on SAFE. 
All pistols must be holstered. DO NOT PLAY WITH OR DRY FIRE WEAPONS INSIDE STAGING AREA AT ANY TIME! 
5. When you are off the field, always point your weapon in a safe direction! 
6. This is a sport of honor and integrity. Any player caught in questionable behavior will be removed from the game 
immediately and face possible loss of playing rights. Always give your fellow players the benefit of the doubt! If you suspect a 
player is not playing honorably notify field staff immediately and we will take care of the issue! WE DO NOT TOLLERATE 
DISHONORABLE PLAY! 
7. Any single hit to the body, gear, or mask counts as a hit. Friendly fire kills count. THERE IS NO MINIMUM ENGAGEMENT 
DISTANCE. 
8. When shot by a BB or eliminated, “ELIMINATED” players must raise their hands in the air or raise their “Dead Rags” in the 
air, remain silent (dead men can’t talk) and exit the field immediately to a designated re-spawn zone. 
9. Physical contact, use of foul language, arguing with fellow players or referees is not allowed at any time. The referee’s 
decision is final! 
10. Do not leave your equipment or personal belonging unattended. Safely secure all items. Modern Airsoft Park does not claim 
responsibility for any damaged or stolen items.  
11. Velocity limits: Strictly Enforced and subject to “Spot Check”. All players will be issued a chrono tag prior to playing. 
Removal of chrono tag at any time will result in your immediate ejection from the facility! Always remember safety first! All 
HPA systems are required to have a Tournament locking device for the air regulator NO EXCEPTIONS! 
12. All weapons must pass chronograph using a field supplied magazine and .20g BB’s prior to entry on the playing field. Non 
sniper Weapons (GBB, HPA, Auto Electric Guns or AEG’s) above 400 FPS are not allowed under any circumstances! Maximum BB 
weight allowed is .32g for GBB, HPA, & AEGs and .43g for Sniper and DMR weapons. Sniper and DMRs have a 500 FPS limit with 
100ft engagement distance. 
13. Max Rate Of Fire for all weapons is 30 RPS, any weapons over 30 RPS will be required to use semi only! NO FULL AUTO 
ALLOWED! 
14. BB Showers (M203 & Mike40) are allowed 
15. Grenades: Approved Enola Gaye Smoke Grenades, Thunder B, Thunder V, EG67, TRMR, and R2B2 devices are allowed 
throughout the playing field. Thunder B grenades must not contain any BB projectiles or powders! No “homemade” non-
industry produced devices are allowed at any time! 
16. Minimum Engagement Distance: Zero foot engagement for all weapons except Snipers & DMRs, which have a 100ft 
engagement distance. NO BLIND FIRE. If you do not have the target in your sights, don’t fire! 
17. If any of these rules are broken, players will be subject to immediate ejection from the facility without a refund. 
18. All players under the age of 18 years old must have a parent or legal guardian present to complete a waiver. 
 
Always play with HONOR, INTEGRITY, RESPECT, DIGNITY and SAFETY! 
 
I have read, understand and will strictly adhere to the core rule set of Modern Airsoft Park at all times! I understand failure to 
strictly adhere to any of the core rules may result in my immediate removal from play and or ejection from the facility without 
refund. 
 
____________________________________________        ____________________________________________ 
                          Signature of Participant      Signature of parent/guardian if under 18 
 


